Strawberry Fair News No.1

The Strawberry Fair may seem a long way off but it will be soon upon us.

**Auction:** I am currently looking for people to help out with the Auction. I am after a band of three or four people to make contact with various business houses and retailers to source items for the Auction on the day or the Strawberry Fair.

**Gourmet Foods:** We are also looking for someone to coordinate the gourmet food on the weekend of the fair. This only involves organising personnel to help with the preparation of food on the Saturday and the running of the Gourmet Food stall on the Sunday. The ordering of food etc. has been organised.

**Buskers:** We are after any students who would like to do some busking on the day. It is envisaged that buskers would perform for about ½ hr at a time. Please see Mr McLaren if you would like to participate in this.

**Strawberry Fair Meetings:** These will be each week come the new year at 7:00pm in the Staffroom. We need as many people as possible to attend these meetings to ensure that everything gets done.

**Working Bee:** We need to have a working bee the Saturday prior to the fair – Saturday 23rd Feb at 9:00am. We will need mowers, whipper snippers, chainsaws, leaf blowers etc. to prepare the grounds for the fair. The more people we can get the more we can get done.

**Roster:** The Rosters are up. We are looking for Team Leaders for each of the areas. The job of the Team Leader is to make sure that each area has ample staff and resources. It is not a hard job to do.

**Help on the Day:** Areas that still need helpers are Carparking and Nachos. The more people we can get, the easier it is for everyone.